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Abstract 
Hartley. B. and Yu.V. Kuz’min, On the quotient of a free group by the commutator of two 
normal subgroups, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 74 (1991) 247-256. 
Let lv be a noncyclic free group and let K and i. be normal subgroups of F. In trying to describe 
the group Fl[ K, L] in terms of F/K and F/L, it is important to understand the group 
A = K fl Ll[ K, t]. The main theorem gives an exact sequence into which the group A fits. The 
sequence reduces in special cases to Hopf’s Formula for H,( F/K. Z) and to the Magnus 
embedding or relation sequence embedding the relation module in a free module. The 
sequence is 
O-+H,(S)$H,(T)+A-, P-A(C)@D,,ZB-+O, 
where B = FIKL, C = F/K n L, A(C) denotes the augmentation ideal of C. P is a free 
ZB-module on a basis in one to one correspondence with a basis of F, and the sequence is of 
Z&modules. 
As one application of this, we show that if each of K and L is the normal closure of a single 
element, then A is free abelian. A second application gives that if I> 2 and F,,. F”” are the rrth 
terms of the lower central and derived series respectively of F. then Fl[ F, . , . F”‘] contains an 
infinite elementary abelian Z-group. 
1. Introduction 
We consider a free (noncyclic) group F and two normal subgroups K and L of F. 
Let [K, L] denote the group generated by all commutators [g, h] =- g-‘h-‘gh 
(g E K, h E L). What can we say about the structure of Fl[ K, L], assuming the 
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groups Fl K and F/L to be known ? Of course, this question is too general to 
admit a single comprehensive answer, but in this paper we shall make some 
observations in its direction. 
We note first two special cases of interest. The first is when K = L, when we are 
dealing with a free abdian extension Fl K’ of F/K. Then K/K’ is a module over 
the group ring of F/K, by conjugation, and the Magnus embedding gives a natural 
way of embedding it in a free modu e [9, Chapter II, 331. This gives a useful way 
of studying the relation module Kl K”. Secondly, let L = F, so that we have a free 
central extension Fl[ F, K] of Fl K. Then Hopf’s Theorem [l] tells us that the 
kernel of the natural homomorp Kl[K, F]+ F/F’ is isomorphic to the 
second homology group Hz( FI K) o with integral coefficients. This facilitates 
the study of Kl[ K, F] by allowing mological methods to be used as well as 
group-theoretical ones [5-7, lo]. 
Our main result (Theorem 1) ws these two special cases to be deduced 
from a single general statement. 4s a first application we consider the group 
Fl[ K, L], where each of K and L is the normal closure of a single element, that 
is? Fl K and F/L are one-relator groups. It will turn out that if F/K and F/L are 
torsion-free, then so is Fl[ K, L]. Secondly, let Fc+l be the (c + 1)st term of the 
lower central series of F, and F(l) be the Ith term of its derived series. We show 
that for I 2 3, the group F/[ F,, 1, F”‘] contains an infinite abelian group of 
exponent 2. For I = 2 ti is need not be so. For example, when c = 1, 2, 3, it is 
torsion-free. 
2. An exact sequence for K n L/[K, L] 
We continue with the notation used in the Introduction. 
c 
Since Fl K n L is a subdirect product of F/K and F/L, which are supposed to 
be known, our attention in studying Fl[ K, L] turns to the abelian group 
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A = K n Ll[ K, L]. This is clearly a module over F, by conjugation, and since K 
and L act trivially on it, it is a module over the group ring of B = FIKL. Let 
N = KL, S = N/K, T= NIL, and C = F/K n L. Further, let A(C) be the aug- 
mentation ideal of ZC and P be a free Z&module with basis (cs, > in one to one 
correspondence with a set {x, } of free generators of F. 
Theorem 1. There is an exact sequence of ZB-modules 
0-4%(S)@H,(T)-+A-+P+A(C)@&.ZB+O. (1) 
Before proving Theorem 1, we make a few remarks. 
Remarks. (a) Since P is torsion-free, any torsion in A occurs in one of H,(S) and 
H,(T)* 
(b) As is well known, A(F) is a free ZF-module with basis consisting of t?e 
elements (x, -1) and so Pz A(F) BzF ZB by the isomorphism . c) 
( xix -.- l)@l. The map A +PinTheoremlisinducedbyu+(u-l)@l ,uW. 
IEZB). As 
v - 1 = C (x, - 1) adax, , 
where au/ax, is the Fox derivative of u with respect to x,, we can also think of 
the map A+? P as induced by u+c, e, au/ax,. 
(c) The map P+ A(C) Q&. ZB in (1) is nothing but the natural homo- 
morphism A(F) &szF ZB+ A(C)@& ZB. 
(d) The ZB-module A(C)@,,ZB fits into an exact sequence 
l~S/S’x T/T’-+A(C)Q3&ZB+A(B)-+O, (2) 
see [2, (2.1)]. 
(e) Applying Hopf’s Theorem to the normal subgroup K n L of the free group 
N, we find that 
H,(NIK n L) z ker(K n ZJ[N, K n L]+ N/N’). 
Since 
NIKnL=KLIKnL=KIKnLxLIKnL=SxT, 
we have a natural isomorphism 
H2(S x T)z K n L n N’I[N, K n L] . 
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On the other hand, Kunneth’s Theorem gives 
H (SX T)rH,(S)@H,(Tj$(H,(S)@H,(T)). 2 
We shall show that under p, the summand H,(S) 8 H,(T) corresponds to 
[K, L] / [N, K f~ L]. Factoring out these isomorphic subgroups gives an isomorph- 
ism between H?(S) $ Hz(T) and K n t f~ N’/[K, L], and consequently an em- 
bedding 
H,(S)@ H?(T)-+ Kn LI[K, L] = A. 
Thus, we have defined all the maps in the sequence (1). 
(f) When K = L, then KL = Kn L = N, C= B, and (1) reduces to 
l--, N/N’+ P--*A(B)+O, 
which is the Magnus embedding. When L = F, however, we find B = I, S = C = 
F/K, 
and (1) becomes 
O-+ H,(FIK)-+ KI[F, K]-+ F/F’-, FIF’K-, 1, 
which amounts to the same thing as Hopf’s Formula. 
In fact, both the Magnus embedding and Hopf’s Formula are used in the proof 
of our theorem. The first step in the proof is to establish the statement made in 
(e) above. 
Lemma 2. p(H,(S)@H,(T))= [K, L]I[N, Kn L]. 
Proof. This could be carried out by writing out explicitly the isomorphisms given 
in the theorems of Hopf ?nd Kiinneth, but instead, a simpler proof will be given, 
resting on the naturality of these isomorphisms. We begin by considering the 
direct product Fl x F, of two free groups Fl and F,. Let F, * F2 be the free 
product of these groups, and U be the Cartesian subgroup, that is, the kernel of 
the natural homomorphism F, * F, -+ F, x F,. Thus U is the normal closure of the 
commutators [g, , gJ, where g,-~ F, and- g, E F2. Since F, * Fz is free and 
F, x F2 = F, * FJU, Hopf’s Thee rezi tells us that H?( F, x F,) = 
UI[F, * F2, U]. Since Hz(&) = Hz(&) = 0, Kiinneth’s Theorem gives 
H,(F,) (20 H,(F,) = UI[F, * F2, v ,. ~1 In fact, we have established the simplest case 
of Lemma 2, when S = F, and T = F, are free groups. N = S * T. K and L are the 
kernels of the homomorphisms from F, * F2 to F, and F2 respectively, and 
KnL=[K,L]=u. 
Consider now the general case. We have S s Ll K n L and similarly with T, and 
so we have natural isomorphisms L + S and K-, T. The inclusions L + N and 
K+ N induce an epimorphism from L * K to N, and we have a commutative 
diagram 
SxT-N 
T T (3) 
LxKt-L*K 
Now in the first part of our argument, take F, and F2 as the free groups L and 
K. Since p is natural, the commutative diagram (3) leads to the following 
commutative diagram: 
H,(S)@H,(T)-+ K n L n N’I[N, K n L] 
H,(L)@H,(K)- UI[L * K, U] 
Now we saw at the beginning of the proof that the lower map is an isomorph- 
ism, and since H,(G) z G/G’ for an arbitrary group G, the left-hand vertical 
arrow is YI epimorphism. It is clear from the diagram that to complete the proof, 
we just need to note that the image of U/[ L * K, U] in K n LI[N, K n L] is 
[K, L] /IN, K n L]. But this is clear since the Cartesian subgroup U is generated 
by appropriate commutators. q 
Proof of Theorem I. From Lemma 2 and Remark (e), we have an embedding of 
&(S)@&(T) in A, with cokernel naturally embedded in N/N’. Conjugation 
makes all these groups into B-modules, and it is easy to see that the above maps 
are module homomorphisms. By the theorem of Magnus, we have an embedding 
of N/N’ in the free module P, and we obtain the exact sequence 
O-, H,(S)@ H,(T)+ A+ P. 
Now consider the cokernel of the map A--+ P As we have remarked, P can be 
identified with A(F)@,, ZB, the embedding N/N’+ P is induced by U* 
(u - 1) 8 1, and we have the exact sequence 
l+NIN’-+A(F)&,ZB+A(B)+O. (4) 
Recall that C = F/K n L. When we factor otit from A(F) @,, ZB the subgroup 
generated by the elements of the form (u - I)@l, where vEKn L, we c 
obtain the sequence 
hNJN’(Kn L)~A(C)@3,,ZB-,A(B)~O. (9 
Since A = K n LJ[K, L], the image of A in NJN” C P is N”(Kt‘7 Q/N’, so 
factoring out the image of A in P z A(F) EO,, 223 takes us from the sequence (4) 
to (5). In other words, coker (A+ P) E A(C) QOzt ZB. This completes the proof 
of Theorem, 1. 0 
Recalling that NI K n L z S x T, we see that NJN”(K f7 L)E S/S’ x TIT’, and 
so the sequence (5) can be rewritten as (2). This establishes Remark (d). 
Corollary 3. There exists an exact sequence 
O-, H,(S)@ Hz(a)-, K n LJ[K, L]+ NJN’-+ H,(s)~~,(T)~I. 
This is just because, as we saw in the proof of Theorem 1, 
cokei(A+ N/N’)= S/S’ x T/T’s H,(S)$ff,(T). 
Corollary4. (i) K’n[K, L]=[Kn L, K] and L’n[K,L]=[Kn L, L]. 
(ii) K’[ K, L] n L’[K, L] = [K, L]. 
(iii) K’L’[K, L]J[K, L] = K’[K, L]J[K, L] x L’[K, L]J[K, L]. 
Pro&. (i) The inclusion S * S x T induces a map Hz(S) + H,(S x T), the image 
of which is the term H,(S) in the Kiinneth formula for H,(S x T). See [l, p. 1201 
for some relevant discussion. 
We have the free presentations S GKIKnL and SX TsNIKnL, and the 
inclusion S-, S x T induces a map of free presentations given by the inclusion 
K+ N. The map H,(S)+ H,(S x T) referred to above then corresponds to the 
natural map 
K’nLJ[K,KnL]-+KnLnN’J[KnL,N]. 
By the proof of Theorem 1, following this by the natural map to K n L n 
N’I[ K, L] gives a monomorphism. Thus K’ n [K, L] = [K, K n L], and the other 
statement follows similarly. 
(ii) Clearly the right-hand side of (ii) is contained in K n L. Now L n 
(K’[K, L]) = (L n K’)[K, L] and K n (L’[K, L]) = (K r! L’)[K, L], by the 
Dedekind law. The argument just given shows that the images in K n L J[ K, L] of 
the natural maps from K’n LJ[K, K n L] and L’n KJ[L, Kn L] into this 
(iii) is immediate. 0 
One can consider thk 
Let G be a group. We 
constructed from differen 
groups are the same, that 
G is an invariant of G. 
free central extensions 
Consider the diagram 
situation from a somewhat different point of view. 
first that although the free central extensions 
presentations of G may differ. their commutator 
he commut;ltsr group of a free central extension of 
this, let E, = FJ[ Fi, R,] and E2 = F,l[ F,, R,] be 
ng from free presentations G s F, IR t s F,lR,. 
in which f and g are the tural homomorphisms and Iz exists because of the 
universal property of free oups. The induced homomorphism E, + E, yields a 
commutative diagram 
Since the right and left-hand arrows are isomorphisms, so is the middle one. 
Using this fact, we can now state the following theorem: 
Theorem 
where !?I 
5. Using the notation already established, there is an exact sequence 
l-, if x ?;‘- FI[K, L]+ FIN’+ 1, 
and ? are the commutator groups of free central extensions 2 and ? of S 
and T, resp. ctively . 
Proof. By what has just been said, we can take s = Ll[ K n L, L] and f = 
KI[K n L, K], respectively. Then 
By Corollary 4(i), this is the same as 
L’IL’ n [K, L] = L’[K, L]I[K, L] * 
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Similarly, F’ s K’[ K, L] /[K, L]. By Corollary 4(iii), N’l[ K, L] ;s the direct 
product of two groups isomorphic to 5’ and ?’ respectively, and the theorem is 
established. Cl 
Coroilary 6. Fl[ K, L] is torsiorz-free if and only if the same is true for some (and 
hence all) free central extensions of S and T respectively. 
Proof. This follows because FIN’ is always torsion free [4]. Cl 
3. Two examples 
Continuing with the same notation, let K= (u)~ and L=(w)~, so that 
Fl K = (x, 1 u = 1) and F/I = (x, 1 w = 1) are one-relator groups. Then 
Fl[ K, L] has the presentation 
FI[K, L] = (x, 1 [u-‘UK w] = 1, uE F) . 
Of course, it is by no means sufficient to use the relation [u, w] = 1. 
Theorem7. LetK=(vjFandL=(w)” as above, arcd let A = K f7 Ll[ K, L] as 
usual. Then A is free abeliun. 
Proof. Referring to the exact sequence of Theorem 1, we know that P is free 
abelian, and hence so is coker(H#) @ I&(T)+ A). Therefore, it is enough to 
show that Z&(S) and H,(T) are free abelian. This follows from the lemma 
below. q 
Lemma 8. Let U be a subgroup of a one-relator group G. Then for all even n 2 2, 
H,,(U) is free abelian. 
Proof. By Shapiro’s Lemma, H,,(U) z H,(G, ZG QDzU Z). Let G = (x, 1 uk = l), 
where u is not a proper power in F. Let R be the normal closure Jf vk in F. The 
relation module M = R/R’ is clearly cyclic with generator ukR’. We distinguish 
two cases. 
Case 1: k = 1. Then M s ZG is a free cyclic module by Lyndon’s Simple 
Identity Theorem [8], and the Magnus embedding gives us the free ZG-resolution 
of 2 
Tensoring over ZG with ZG Q, Z results in the complex 
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from which the homology of G with coefficients in ZG Qzrl 2 can be calculated. 
Only the case n = 2 is of interest, and since H,(G, ZG Bzu Z) is now seen to be a 
subgroup of ZG 8 zU Z, which is Z-free on a basis in one-to-one correspondence 
with the cosets gU( g E G), it too is free abelian. 
Case 2: k > 1. Then M s ZGl(u - l)ZG (we identify u with 5s image in G), 
and M has the free resolution [8] 
where N(V) = 1 + v + l 9 l + d-‘, as in the well-known resolution of Z over a finite 
cyclic group. Following this by the Magnus embedding of M in a free module as in 
Case (1) and tensoring with ZG BzLr Z over ZG gives a complex whose homology 
is H,(G, ZG Q& Z). We find that for n even and at least 2, H,,(G, ZG Q&, Z) is 
a subgroup of 
ZGB,, Zl(v - l)ZG&, Z . 
This is a free abelian group, having a basis corresponding to the double cosets 
(u) gU, and so its subgroup H,(G, ZG @,, Z) is also free. q 
Corollary9. If K= (v)Fand L= (w)~, where v and w are not proper powers in 
F, then FI] K, L] is torsion-free. 
Proof. For Fl[ K, L] is an extension of K n Ll[ K, L] by Fl K n L. We have seen 
that the first is torsion-free, and the second is a subdirect product of the 
torsion-free one-relator groups F/K and F1 L [9]. Cl 
Now we consider a second example. 
Theorem 10. If F is noncyclic, then for I> 2, the group Fl[ F,, , , F’“] contains an 
infinite elementary abelian 2-group. 
Proof. We may assume that F is finitely generated. By Theorem 1, with K = F,, 1, 
L = F”\, and T = F,, 1 F”‘/ F(t), the group Fl[ F,, 1, F”‘] contains a subgroup 
isomorphic to Hz(T). Now T is a subgroup of the free soluble group E = F’l F”! 
and we shall prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 11. There exists a free soluble subgroup l? c T of derived length 1 - 1 and 
an epimorphism a! : E-+ l? that restricts to the identity on l? 
Before proving the lemma, we point out how the theorem follows from it. The 
restriction of a! to T gives a retraction of T onto I?, and it follows that H,(E) is a 
direct summand of H?(T). This is seen by applying the homology functor to the 
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sequence E-+ T+ E, in which the first map is inclusion, the second is the 
restriction of (Y, and the composition is the identity. The free soluble group E is 
nonabelian, as I > 2, and has countably infinite rank. It follows from [5] that 
HZ(E) contains an infinite elementary abelian 2-group, as required. Cl 
Proof of Lemma 11. Take an arbitrary system of free generators e, , e2, . . . of the 
free soluble group E, which has infinite rank. Now as a subgroup of the finitely 
generated nilpotent group FIF,, 1, E/T = F’IF,, , is finitely generated, and so 
there exists n such that E can be generated by T and the elements e,, . . . , e,, . For 
On, we have ei=ui(el,..., e,)e: for some word Ui and element e: E T. Put 
e: = ei for i 5 n. Then e),, e),, . . . is a system of free generators of E. We may take 
J?? as the group generated by e,, I) e, +?, . . . , and a! to be the map sending 
t 
e,,..., e:, to I and fixing the remaining e:. Cl 
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